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There is a growing concern for higher education in Oklahoma. More and more people are devoting their time and money to ensure the future availability and quality of a college education. The economic value of a sound educational program to the state is undeniable. A growing majority including the legislature and other state officials are determined to see our colleges remain strong and accessible.

The legislature appropriated to higher education an increase of $4 millions for the year 1959-60. Approximately $900,000 of this was allocated to the University of Oklahoma. This increase will be used to bring salaries more nearly in line with other leading universities of this region. Without this gain the situation would have become extremely critical.

Alumni of the university have been well informed about the problems and aspirations of the school. Their combined influence has strengthened it in many ways. We are now entering a new era of alumni cooperation which will be marked by an even more mature and constructive relationship between the university and its alumni.

By serving on various boards and committees alumni bring broad experience and training to bear on university problems. Alumni who believe in the university and who are informed are its best representatives in communities where they live. Alumni are the greatest single influence in attracting top students to the campus. The financial support given directly to the university by alumni and friends is of increasing importance. In the year 1958-59 gifts totaling $942,944 were received by the Alumni Development Fund and the University of Oklahoma Foundation. This money provides the margin whereby the university may become a great institution, achieve extraordinary results.

During this time when nearly a million dollars in private money was raised, only once did the president of a large Oklahoma business concern say that his company would give only to private colleges because...
O.U. is tax-supported. He is woefully uninformed. There is no good state university in America today that does not rely on private gifts to support highly specialized programs of research, scholarships, faculty subsidies, library enrichment and some buildings.

To name just a few examples, Texas A&M College won a $10,000 award this year in competition with all colleges and universities, private and public, for having the best fund raising program in America. The Alumni Fund of Ohio State University turned over to that institution $1,300,000 received from 26,000 alumni in one year. The University of Kansas now has under construction seven or eight buildings, none of which is financed by state funds. Fifty-six percent of the money spent for buildings at the University of Michigan came from private sources.

It is a fact that among the big universities of America none is supported exclusively by private funds or by public funds even though some are designated as private and some as public. The private schools rely on private money for their very existence, whereas public schools use such money for highly specialized programs and can only
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new alumni staff members

recent additions to the alumni association staff are carol jean robinson and frank mitchell. miss robinson—who's bwoc background includes phi beta kappa, mortar board, tassels, who's who (in american universities), and the editorship of the oklahome daily—will edit the sooner magazine and assist with a new news publication called sooner newsmakers. mr. mitchell's title (as new as mr. mitchell) is assistant executive secretary—which means he will work with alumni clubs in assisting them to set up their organization and programs, class reunions, and active membership services. mr. mitchell is married (to elen murphey, '56ed), and before graduating he was active in delta sigma rho, o.u. debate team, interfraternity council, student senate and beta theta pi. miss robinson is a member of alpha delta gamma sorority.

paula, italy, specializing in oral and written communication. emmell, who received his doctor of philosophy degree in speech from the pennsylvania state university in june, has been a teaching assistant at penn state since 1956.

nelson b. escue, '50geol, is now an independent geological consultant with offices in liberal, kansas. he was previously employed by carter oil company in liberal.

gaege e. kunkel, '50eng, and mrs. kunkel have chosen the name george, jr., for their son born april 17. they also have a daughter, gracia maria, 18 months. kunkel is presently a production engineer with mobil oil company in anaco, venezuela.

death: robert d. smith, '50ed, died february 19 in veterans hospital, oklahoma city, after an illness of two years. smith, 35, was a field representative for the social security administration. he is survived by his wife and a daughter, margaret.
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expect from the legislature the basic costs of instruction, physical plant and a modest amount for research and special library collections. many large private schools receive government money for research and related purposes.

state universities and land-grant institutions number over 93 in the total of some 1,800 institutions in america, yet their contributions to our society far outweigh their number. in 1957-58 these state institutions awarded 44 percent of the degrees granted by all colleges and universities, 30,233 bachelors, 6,513 masters, and 2,270 doctorates. while these institutions enrolled only 27 percent of all college students in the country, they conferred 53 percent of the doctorates, 39 percent of the masters, and 32 percent of the bachelors and professional degrees.

writing in the march 1959 issue of the atlantic monthly, arthur m. schlesinger cites public education as one of america's ten great contributions to civilization. says schlesinger, a professor at harvard and graduate of ohio state:

"the principle of government by consent made it imperative that the people be literate and well informed if they were to vote intelligently. to ensure this essential condition, statesmen agreed that society must at its own initiative and expense supply the means of schooling." calling free public education an article of american faith and citing its spread around the world, schlesinger concluded: "probably america has conferred no greater boon on mankind, for popular education is the seedbed of virtually all other human aspirations."

yet people connected with education feel a greater sense of responsibility to the future. an attitude pointed out by walter lippman in a paragraph quoted by the council for financial aid to education, inc., in nearing the breakthrough:

"our educational effort, on the other hand, has not yet been raised to the plateau of the age we live in. i am not saying, of course, that we should spend 40 billions on education because we spend that much on defense. i am saying that we must make the same order of radical change in our attitude as we have in our attitude towards defense. we must measure our educational effort as we do our military effort. that is to say, we must measure it not by what it would be easy and convenient to do, but by what is necessary to do in order that the nation may survive and flourish. we have learned that we are quite rich enough to defend ourselves, whatever the cost. we must now learn that we are quite rich enough to educate ourselves as we need to be educated."

september, 1959